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I. INTRODUCTION

Document management (classification, indexing, storage) is practised for a long time, in particular in libraries. In recent years, due to technological progress and the transition from paper to numerical form, the amount of the textual resources has become gigantic [1], making it difficult to exploit manually. In order to make a better use of this large resource, information retrieval (henceforth IR) systems were created, aiming at improving the quality and efficiency of knowledge extraction.

Our project objective is to produce the prototype of a system that would extract business rules from corporate texts and translate them into a visual software engineering model. Within this perspective, it is not only a question of extracting knowledge, but also to be able to visualize correctly extracted relevant information. The upstream of this project, object of this paper, is to extract knowledge characterized by document structure and contents. We will focus here on the extraction and exploitation of the semantic structure of documents in order to obtain a meaningful contextual tagging corresponding to different unit types (title, chapter, section, enumeration, etc.).

This paper is organized as follow. First, we will underline previous researches in information technology that have taken into account document structure to improve results. Then, we will describe the models we propose for the detection of some document structures. A group of experiments, to test these models, is then presented. Finally, we will mention problems that have to be solved in our future research.

II. PREVIOUS RESEARCHES

Some of the deficiencies displayed by traditional techniques of IR can be directly related to the fact that they do not use or barely use the structure of documents (see [2]). However, every human reader admits that some entities like title, summary, or subtitle can convey very relevant information. At this point, it is appropriate to distinguish between the logical structure and the physical structure of documents. The organization of a document in chapters, sections, titles, paragraphs, concerns its logical architecture whereas its physical structure or presentation is characterized by its layout. In IR, on a macroscopic scale, the title of a chapter announces us what will follow and, in a way, summarizes the contents of what will follow. The words extracted from this title are more relevant than others words in the document. The transition from a paragraph to another is synonymous of changing an idea. The logical structure is the result of the author’s will in the organization of the document. On the other hand, the physical structure is the consequence of external constraints due to the design layout. It also translates in a visual way the logical architecture of the document. In this paper, the expression “document structure” will refer only to the logical structure of documents.

Nowadays, researchers are unanimous to recognize that the exploitation of the textual document’s structure would be a significant additional asset in information retrieval. Schlieder and Meuss [3] affirm in these words: “to be unaware of document’s structure is equal of being unaware of its semantics”. Generally, document’s information is more or less dissimulated in its structure; this prescribed the correct interpretation of the document [4]. Thus, some researches exploited XML documents which have the advantage of offering a structure which facilitates their representation and their exploitation in various contexts [5].

This logical structuring of XML documents is very well defined, hence allowing the use of some conversion techniques to extract it. For example, the indexing method used in the system CONCERTO [6] takes into account the structure of the documents but do not propose a method to identify correctly these structures. Researches of [2] on ontology construction are also based on already tagged document structures. In this system, a Perl program detects the

1 XML : eXtensible Markup Language, http://www.w3c.org/XML
logical architecture of documents in order to produce XML documents which served as input to build a flora ontology. In many fields of IR, document structure’s semantics is fundamental. However, few researches are devoted to their identification.

The unstable results obtained by extraction tools during the experiments carried out by [2] are specifically due to the fact that the structure of documents is not taken into account. In fact, throughout textual research, document structure rarely has a specific treatment [7]. Frequently, this structure is even regarded as an obstacle to the content analysis of documents. Beside many systems include a pre-treatment phase that eliminates any form of structure, in order to take into consideration only words [6], what we have called “document’s content”.

Knowing that information is the result of both content and structure, it is of interest to all researchers in IR to find methods which use simultaneously both kind of information. This is the objective of the overall project: first to highlight the existing structural models (title, section, sub-section, chapter, paragraph, list of enumeration, etc), second, to exploit them and finally to process the “total” contents of documents. We are now going to explain the techniques we used to uncover this documentary structure and how it can be exploited in the downstream of the project.

III. RECOGNITION MODELS

Among elements which compose the logical architecture of document, we were interested initially in those that are visually prominent, such as title, section, chapter, and enumeration list. The creation of our models is based on the construction and the syntax of logical structure of French documents. The models were elaborated and tested relying on a substantial corpus of corporative documents (see section 4).

Models presented here are realized with Intex2 and Nooj3 but can easily be adapted to other tools that can correctly identify tokens, types of punctuations, end of sentences, and numbers.

A. Recognition Model for Sections and Chapters

The graph of Fig. 1 recognizes any linguistic form made up with any word which has as lemma “partie”, “chapitre”, “section”, or “article”, followed by an alphanumeric numbering (for example II, II.1, A, A.1, etc.), and ended with some sequence of words (〈MOT〉) or a punctuation (〈PNC〉). The signs 〈$〉 and 〈^〉 respectively mark of the beginning and end of sentences.

The sub graph included in this graph (“DetectionNumerotationChapitre”) is presented in Fig. 2. The graph contributes to the detection of various form of alphanumeric numbering. The sub-graph « ChiffresRomains » lists all the Romans numeral from zero to 2999. The sub-graph « AlphabetMajuscule » is the list of all capital letters of the French alphabet. Since we could not find a reference for chapter that use a small letter (« Chapter a : …. »), « Chapter i…. »), we have included only capitalized ones (« Chapter A : …. » or « Chapter I…. »).

B. Recognition Model for the Title of a Document

Very often, the title of a document is the first sentence of that same document. In this position, it is regarded as an expression:

- starting with a capital letter (〈PRE〉) and not ending with a point,
- written in capital letter (〈MAJ〉),
- where all words start with a capital letter,
- being center aligned and having various characteristics quoted above.

C. Recognition Model for an Enumeration List

As mentioned before, in most IR systems, the logical structure of document is absent or, as in the case of enumeration list, defective. In example (1), a standard IR system will extract the words “family”, “father”, “mother”, “children” without establishing any relationship between them.

A family consists of:

(1)

- a father,
- a mother,
- children.
In order to solve this problem, some systems use the notion of co-occurrence between words to preserve the relationship [8]. The model we propose is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is partially based on the linguistic analysis presented in [9] although these authors are using semi-structured documents. The sub-graph « DetectionNumerotation » recognizes all mixed alphanumeric numbering. To avoid any conflict with the detection of chapter structure (A.1, I/, IV/, etc.), we hypothesise that these mixed alphanumeric numbering would not be in capital letter (1.2, a.1, i/, 1.a, iv/, etc.).

Before building other types of complex extraction models such as those necessary to recognize tables, whose extraction is much more complex, we have tested our models on a large French corpus.

![Fig. 4 Graph of detection of a list of enumeration in a document.](Image)

**IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS**

To realize these experiments, we obtained from Ecole de technologie supérieure of Montreal substantial corpus of documents. This database consists of various types of documents such as constitutive documents⁴, meeting documents⁵, administrative documents, human resources documents⁶, documents of communication⁷, legal documents like specifications and procedural documents [10]. Documents used in these experiments are semi-structured or unstructured documents. Semi-structured documents have a certain logic and semantics configuration like a graph (title of the document, section and sub-sections). In the case of unstructured documents, we know neither the context, nor the way information is fixed.

In order to try out these models and to display the results, we have used Nooj which is an improved version of the terminological extractor Intex. Nooj allows a fast and interactive development of automaton, transducers and grammars to analyze texts (represented as directed graphs). It also analyses and allows the integration of several levels of sub graphs. A linguistic automaton identifies expressions in the texts, while the transducer associates specific labels to any words in the text. Grammars are represented by finite state automaton. Nooj is still under development and is the object of regular and constant update. Unfortunately, its online help is not completed, making it at times difficult to use. Consequently, we mainly worked with Intex, then using the migration option of graphs from Intex to Nooj to complete the work. It is also worth noting that Nooj can take into account different format of texts (.pdf, .doc) in addition to .txt.

It is difficult to make a complete evaluation of the results obtained by estimating precision, recall, noise, silence, and F-measure, which are parameters generally used within the IR community to evaluate most IR system.

At this point, it is necessary to mention that the results presented are the consequence of the recognition of the expressions expressed by grammars. In other words, a correct grammar will inevitably lead to the awaited answer and any other grammar will produce useless results. If the expected answer is not correct, the error would be on the construction of the grammar. Under these conditions, it is appropriate to re-inspect, to correct the grammar according to the undetected expressions. This also underlines the difficulty of evaluating the quality of the obtained results since we did not have access to a well tagged corpus.

However, considering the examples illustrated in Figs. 5, 6 et 7 below, the results of this experiments are encouraging. In all these figures, Intex marks in blue the expression recognized by the grammar.

![Fig. 5 Results of the detection of the title of a chapter.](Image)

**CHAPITRE I: DISPOSITIONS GÉNÉRALES**

**Article 1 - Préambule**

**CHAPITRE II: DISPOSITIONS RÉGLEMENTAIRES**

**Article 3 -**

Fig. 6 Results of detection of the title of the document

The recognition model for titles of chapters and documents are respectively presented in Figs. 5 and 6 while Fig. 7 illustrates the result of applying the recognition model for enumeration lists.

In Fig. 6, the longest expression (at the bottom) presents the title of the document as a whole. The four preceding lines show up because the title of the document was written in pieces; each underlined expression appearing on a different line.

---

⁴ Constitutive documents are documents related to the existence of an organization and its legal bases.

⁵ Meeting documents are documents related to meetings (convocation, minutes, reports)

⁶ Human resources documents are documents related to staff management.

⁷ Documents of communication include all types of documents being used mainly to establish and maintain internal and external relationships necessary for the development of the organization. There are internal communications (note, report/ratio, bulletin or newspaper) and external (activities of marketing, public relations with the press: press releases, booklets, catalogues, leaflet, posters, etc.).
Fig. 7 presents a list of all enumerations in one specific document.

Despite the difficulties already mentioned, we made an evaluation between the results obtained automatically and those obtained manually with 46 documents. The results are presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRECISION RATE OF DETECTION OF DOCUMENT’S TITLE, ENUMERATION LIST AND CHAPTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31/46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small success rate concerning chapters’ detection is due to the fact that in our unstructured documents the title of chapter was not always preceded by the key word “chapter”. For that first experiment, this only key word was essential to emphasize this structure. The automaton associated with this model can easily be modified.

Beyond these convinced results, some difficulties remain to be solved, in particular the conception of recognition models for other structures such as paragraphs and tables, both included in our future works.

As mentioned before, in order to avoid conflict between the detection enumeration lists and chapters, we associate the capital letters to the detection of expressions for chapters and sections.

I - École de technologie supérieure (1) (2)

I - École de technologie supérieure (2) (3)

In these two cases of enumeration, we distinguished the first form (2) from the second (3) by the capital letter for the enumeration. So (2) will be recognized as a title while (3) will be tagged as an enumeration. Of course, if the first form is preceded by the word chapter, it will be clearly identify as a chapter’s title.

One of the encountered problems and not the least is the fact that we use a terminological extractor for the recognition of textual expressions. But, terminological extractors hardly worry to extract certain special characters such as white character, carriage return or line feed character. Those characters are important to us for the detection of paragraphs among others. Our idea here is to set up a program that will tag these linguistic markers whose will help us in this task of detection of the documentary structure.

The question is to know if we could build a grammar which takes into account all the aspects of the documentary structure.
without having to manage conflicts between them. The first idea is to proceed with a priority list, carrying out the task of extraction from generic structures (title, chapter) to more specific ones (enumeration lists).

V. CONCLUSION

The efficient exploitation of unstructured document, although complex, is crucial to IR. In this paper, we have defined symbolic models to recognize document’s structures. The recognition models are use in the upstream of a document analysis project in software engineering that will transform natural language text to visual representation models.

Considering the fact that, in all organizations (not forgetting the Web itself), there is more unstructured documents than structured ones\(^8\), this research is justified since it offers the foundation for a tool to transform unstructured documents into a useful and coherent material ready for IR. Furthermore, they could also be easily translated afterwards in XML format, thus facilitating their exploitation by any tools [7].

This research could also be indirectly useful from an industrial point of view since the main cost of any documentary project comes from the definition and the maintenance of document structure [11].

We intend to refine and expand the proposed models to take into account tables, among other documentary structures. These units abound in relevant information that is generally lost during IR process. Their specificities require a detailed attention [12]. As we all know, the information within a cell in a table can only be properly interpreted taking into account the column and the relevant line. Usual IR tools, extract the information within the cell independently of its column or its line, thus loosing crucial semantic information.

Finally, it is worth noting that these experiments can be easily adapted to other languages such as English since most of the models make a parsimonious use of specific tokens (e.g. “chapitre”/“chapter”, “partie”/“part”).

We are currently testing the models to verify, to what extent, we can extract each recognized units (and its following content) as a mini-document that could be, in turn, indexed and categorized.
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